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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following odd order neutral parabolic differential equation: 
g&-o) -p(t)u(+t-7)) +q(t)f(u(z,t-~l(t)),".,u(z,t-a,(t))) 
where n is a bounded domain in Rn with a piecewise smooth boundary da, and A is the Laplacian 
in Euclidean n-space R”, r is a positive constant, (2, t) E Q x R+ = G, 
R+ = [0, $00) , u = u(z, t). 
Many authors have studied the oscillation problem for the partial functional differential equa- 
tion. For instance, see [l-5], and the references therein. But only Mishev and Bainov, and Yu and 
Chen 13-51 and Li and Cui [6] have studied the necessary and sufficient conditions for oscillation 
of neutral partial differential equations with constant ,parameters. 
We assume throughout this paper that 
(Ad %ak,P E c([o,m); 1% m)), k = I,%. . . , s; 
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(A2) pk,flj E C([O,oo); [O,co)), limt-+oo(t-Pk(t)) = 00, limt,,(t-aj(t)) = co, k = 1,2 ,..., s, 
j = 1,2,...,m; 
(As) f E C([O, co) x R”; [0, oo)), and ~if(~i,. , . ,u~) > 0, i = 1,. . , , m, and f is convex. 
Consider the following boundary condition: 
(2) 
where N is the unit exterior normal vector to Xl. In this paper, we obtain some necessary and 
sufficient conditions for oscillation of boundary problem (1) and (2). 
DEFINITION 1. (See [I].) The function ‘1~ E C2(R) x P([O,oo)) is said to be a solution of 
problem (l),(2) if it satisfies (1) in the domain G and the boundary condition (2). 
DEFINITION 2. (See [II.) The function ~(2, t) of problem (j),(2) is said to be oscillatory in the 
domain G = R x [0, oo) if for any positive number po there exists a point (zo,to) E s1 x [PO, co) 
such that the equality ~(zo, to) = 0 holds. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We first give the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Assume p(t) satisfies one of the following conditions: 
(Ad) there exists a t* for every positive number k such that p(t* + kT) <: 1; 
(As) there exists a t* such that 
1 1 1 
p(t*) +p(t*)p(t*+T) +“‘+~(t’)...p(t’+kr) 
Let V(t) be an eventually positive solution of differential inequality 
(V(t) - p(t)V(t - T))‘“’ + q(t)f(V(t - m(t)), . . . , v(t - G$))) I 0. (3) 
Set 
U(t) = V(t) - p(t)V(t - T). (4) 
Then we eventually have U(t) > 0. The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to the proof of Lemmas 2 
and 3 in [ 71. 
LEMMA 2. Let (As) and (Aa) or (As) hold, and assume‘one of the following holds: 
(As) p(t) > 0 for all large t; 
(AT) q(s) does not vanish identically on [t, CQ) for all large t. 
Then every solution of the differential equation 
[ (V(t) - p(t)V(t - T)P) + q(t)f (V (t - n(t)) 1.. . , v @  - h$)))] = 0 
is oscillatory if and only if inequality (3) h a.9 no eventually positive solution. 
PROOF. 
(5) 
(1) SUFFICIENCY. It is clear that an eventually positive solution of (5) is also an eventually 
positive solution of (3). Therefore, if (3) h as no eventually positive solution, then (5) has 
not. 
(2) NECESSITY. Suppose to the contrary that (3) h as an eventually positive solution V(t). 
Note that by means of Lemma 1, we have that eventually U(t)V(t) - p(t)V(t - T) > 0, 
which implies that there exists a nonnegative even integer n* 5 n - 1 such that 
w(t) > 0, i=O,l,..., n*, 
(-l)?J@ )@) > 0, i=n*,...,n-1. (6) 
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We consider the following possible cases. 
CASE 1. rr* = 0. 
By using (6) and integrating (3) from t and co, and changing order of integration, we obtain 
u(t) 2 lrn p~*yl q(s)f(V(s - al(s)), . . . ) V(s - a,(s))) dsk-1 . . .dt, 
J 
* (s - ty = 
t (n-l)! q(s)f(V(s - Al), . . . ,V(s - %L(s))) ds. 
That is, 
O" v(t) 2 p(t)v(t - T) + t J (s -t)+1 (n _ 1)! q(s)f(v(s - m(s)), . . . ,v(s - 4s)))ds. (7) 
Let T > 0, and p > 0, such that (6) and (7) hold, and t - T > T - ,u, t - oi(t) > T - p, 
i=l,2,..., m, and V(t - CL) > 0 for t 2 T. Now we consider the set of functions 
K={~EC([T-p,co),R+):O<z(t)<l, fort>T--p}, 
and define an operator S on K as the following: 
( (Sz)(T)7 T-pit<T, 
1 M (s - ty - (Sz)(t) = V(t) I p(t)z(t - T)v(t - T) +J t (n-l)! q(s)f(z(s - 9(s))V(s - al(s)), 
I . . . , z(s - a,(s))V(s - a,(s))) ds , t 2 T. 
It is easy to see by using (7) that S maps K into itself, and for any z E K, we have (Sz)(t) > 0, 
for T - p < t < T. Next, we define the sequence zk(t) in K, 
zlJ(t) tie 1, t>T-pL, 
and 
a+1(t) = (S.%)(t), fort>T-p, k=O,l,.... 
Then, by using (7) an d a simple induction, we can easily see that 
0 5 a+1(t) I &) 5 1, fort>T-Cl, k=O,l,.... 
Set 
It follows from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem that z(t) satisfies 
1 z(t) = - 
v(t) { 
p(t)z(t - T)v(t - T) + J y (;;;)nr’P(s,r(z(s - a1(s))V(s -m(s)), 
. . . > z(s-o,(s))V(s-om(s)))ds}, t>T, 
and 
Again, set 
z(t) = (Sz)(T), T-pjt<T. 
w(t) = z(t)V(t). 
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It is obvious that w(t) > 0 for T - p 5 t < T and 
w(t) = p(t)w(t - T)+ t > T. 
Thus, w(t) is a nonnegative solution of equation (5) for t 2 T. Finally, it remains to show that 
w(t) > 0 for t > T-p. Assume that there exists at* > T-p such that w(t) > 0 for T-p 5 t < t* 
and w(t*) = 0. Then t* > T, and 
0 = w (t*) = p(t*) w (t* - ?I) + J ,** yy;;rlp(s)f(w(s - q(s)),. . 14s - Gds))) d% 
which implies 
p (t*) = 0 
and 
q(s)f(w(s -al(s)), . . .,w(s - Gn(s))) f 0, 
which contradicts (As) or (AT). Thus, w(t) is an eventually positive solution of equation (5). 
CASE 2. 2 5 72* 5 n-l. 
By using (6) and integrating (3) from t and 00, we obtain 
W ’)(t) 2 J y ~~~t~-~;S~n(s)f(v(s-~l(~)),..~,v(~-~~(~)))dS. (8) 
Let T 2 0 be such that (8), (As) or (AT) holds. Integrating (8) from T to t and using (6), we 
have 
J t (t -s)n*-l * VP) 2 p(t)W - T) + (u - sY*--l * (n * -I), J . s (72 - n * -l)! (9) 
xq(~)f(V(~-al(u)),... , V(u - G(U))> duds, t > T. 
Using a method similar to the proof of Case 1 yields that equation (5) has an eventually positive 
solution. This is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
Now, we consider equation (l), and we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. If (Ai)- or (As)-(Ar) hold, then every solution of problem (l), (2) is oscillatory 
in G if and only if the differential inequality (3) has no eventually positive solutions. 
PROOF. 
(i) SUFFICIENCY. Suppose to the contrary that there is a nonoscillatory solution u(z, t) of 
problem (l),(2) which has no zero in R x [to, co) for some to 2 0. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that 
11(x, t) > 0, +, t - T), +, t - Pk@)) > 0, and u(2, t - oj(t)) > 0, 
inRx[tl,m), t12t0, k=1,2 ,..., s; j=1,2 ,,,., m. 
Integrating (1) with respect to 2 over the domain R, we have 
d” 
dt” [s 4x, t)dx - p(t) J u(x, t - T) dx 1. J = u(t) AZL(X, t) dx R 
&k(t) J ~~~x,t-pt(t))dx-q(t)n 
k=l R 
x J n f(+, t - al(t)), . . . , u(x,t - ~4)) dx, t >t1. 
(10) 
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From Green’s formula and boundary condition (2), it follows that 
and 
J Au(x, t - p +(t)) dx = J 84x7 t - Pk(Q) dS = o f3N , t >t1, k=1,2 ,..., s, (12) cl an 
where dS is the surface element on dR. 
Let 
J u(x, t) dx V(t) = R 
J 
, for t 2 ti. 
dx 
n 
Using Condition (A s and Jensen’s inequality, we obtain ) 
J R f(+, t - n(t)), . . . ,4x, t - At))) dx 
u(x, t - q(t)) dx J u(x, t - u,(t)) dx J 
(13) R 
J 
,'.., 
J 
dx, t > t1. 
dx dx R 
R R 
Combining (lo)-(13), we get 
$(t) - v(t -T)] + f(v(t - al(t)), . . , v(t - Gr$))) L 0, t > t1. (14) 
This shows that V(t) > 0 is a solution of inequality (3), which contradicts condition of Theorem 1. 
(ii) NECESSITY. Suppose that inequality (3) h as an eventually positive solution. By Lemma 2, 
we obtain that equation (5) h as a nonoscillatory solution. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that v(t) > 0 for t 1 to 2 0 is a solution of equation (5). From (5), we have 
[P(t) - p(t)V(t - T)] (n) = -q(t)f (W-m(t)),..., qt - Or&))) , t 2 to. (15) 
Noting that Av(t) = 0, Av(t - pk(t)) = 0, t 2 to, from (15) we have 
; [v(t) - p(t)v(t - T)] = a(t)Av(t) + &(t)Av(t - pk(t)) 
k=l 
- q(t)f (P(t - PI(t)), . . , v(t - Pm(t))) i t 2 to, 
which shows that 6(x, t) := v(t) > 0 satisfies (1). It is easy to see that w = 0, (xc, t) E 
Xl x [0, co). Hence, 6(x, t) = v(t) > 0 is a nonoscillatory solution of problem (l),(2), which is a 
contradiction. This completes the proof. 
Using Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, we can obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Every solution of problem (l),(2) . IS oscillatory in G if and only if every solution of 
the differential equation (5) oscillates. 
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3. APPLICATION AND EXAMPLES 
First, we consider the neutral delay parabolic differential equation of the form 
$4x, t) - P(+(x, t - T)] = ~WU(X:, t) + 2 ak(Qh+c, t - p/c(t)) 
k=l (16) 
- q(t)+, t - a), (x, t) E R x [0, co) G G, 
where o E (0, oo), j = 1,2,. . . , m. We assume the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied in the 
following theorems. Using Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 in [8], we obtain the following theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that there exists a t* such that 
p (t* f i7) I 1, for i = 0, 1,2,. . . 07) 
Furthermore, suppose that there exist t2 > tl 2 to, ,0 > 1, and a nondecreasing function 
H E C( [t2 - CT, oo), R+) such that 
p(t) 2 A for t E E[tl, tz], (18) 
where E[tl, tz] = UEo[tl -t in., t2 + in], t2 > tl. 
H(s) + H(s + m7) 2 H[s + (m + 1)7.], for s > t2, m=0,1,2 ,..., (19) 
and that for any E > 0, 
s 
Q(s) exp[&H(s - o)] ds = co. (20) 
qt1+a,tz+o1 
Then every solution of (16) oscillates. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that (M-(20) hold and that there is SO 2 to such that p(t) > 0, fort > SO 
and co 
kc1 
where sk = SO + kr, k = 1,2,. . . . Then every solution of (16) oscillates. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the neutral delay parabolic differential equation 
an 
2% u(x,t)-$(x,t--n) I 
=AzL(z,t)+etAu 2 t-11 +etAu z t-3” 
(72) (72) 
where n = 4m + 1, m is a positive integer, with boundary condition 
wo, t) Wr,t) o -=---= 
8X ax ' 
t > 0. 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
It is easy to see that the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. We obtain from Theorem 3 that 
every solution of problem (22)) (23) oscillates in (0,~) x [0, KI). In fact, ~(2, t) = cos x sin t is such 
a solution. 
REMARK. We can obtain many sufficient conditions for oscillation of problem (l),(2) by using 
the oscillation results of equation (3). Due to limited space, their statements are omitted here. 
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